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“Triumph Physics” is a complete and thorough guide to prepare students for MHT-CET examination. This book 
is based on the MHT-CET syllabus which includes topics based on Std. XII Sc. and relevant chapters of Std. XI 
Sc. (Maharashtra State Board)  
Formulae that form a vital part of MCQ solving are provided in each chapter. Notes provide important 
information about the topic. Shortcuts provide easy and less tedious solving methods. Mindbenders have been 
introduced to bridge the gap between a text book topic and the student’s understanding of the same. A quick 
reference to the notes, shortcuts and mindbenders has been provided wherever possible in the hints.   

MCQs in each chapter are divided into three sections: 

Classical Thinking: consists of straight forward questions including knowledge based questions. 
 
Critical Thinking: consists of questions that require a basic understanding of the concept. 
 

       Competitive Thinking: consists of questions from various competitive examinations like MHT CET, JEE,   

       AIPMT/NEET-UG, AIIMS, AFMC, CPMT, Gujarat (GUJ CET), KCET, Assam CEE, BCECE, Telangana State (TS)    
       EAMCET(Engineering, Medical) etc.  

An Evaluation Test has been provided at the end of each chapter and two Model Question Papers (as 
per MHT CET pattern) to assess the level of preparation of the student on a competitive level.  

Hints have been provided in downloadable format to relevant MCQs and evaluation test which are 
broken down to the simplest form possible. 

An additional feature called “The physics of .....” has been included in the book to foster a keen interest 
in the subject of physics. 

Informative Table of “Various Physical Quantities and Conversion Factors” has been provided at the 
end for a quick glance. 
 The journey to create a complete book is strewn with triumphs, failures and near misses. If you think we’ve 
nearly missed something or want to applaud us for our triumphs, we’d love to hear from you. 
Please write to us at: mail@targetpublications.org  
  

Best of luck to all the aspirants! 
    
Yours faithfully  

Authors 
Edition: First 
    

Disclaimer 
 
This reference book is transformative work based on textual contents published by Bureau of Textbook. We the publishers are making this reference book which constitutes as fair 
use of textual contents which are transformed by adding and elaborating, with a view to simplify the same to enable the students to understand, memorize  and reproduce the same 
in examinations. 
 
This work is purely inspired upon the course work as prescribed by the Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education, Pune. Every care has been taken 
in the publication of this reference book by the Authors while creating the contents. The Authors and the Publishers shall not be responsible for any loss or damages caused to any 
person on account of errors or omissions which might have crept in or disagreement of any third party on the point of view expressed in the reference book.  
 
© reserved with the Publisher for all the contents created by our Authors. 
 
No copyright is claimed in the textual contents which are presented as part of fair dealing with a view to provide best supplementary study material for the benefit of students.    
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 There will be three papers of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) in ‘Mathematics’, ‘Physics and 

Chemistry’ and ‘Biology’ of 100 marks each.  
 Duration of each paper will be 90 minutes. 
 Questions will be based on the syllabus prescribed by Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher 

Secondary Education with approximately 20% weightage given to Std. XI and 80% weightage will be given 
to Std. XII curriculum. 

 Difficulty level of questions will be at par with JEE (Main) for Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and at par 
with NEET for Biology.  

 There will be no negative marking. 
 Questions will be mainly application based. 
 Details of the papers are as given below: 
 

Paper Subject 

Approximate No. of Multiple Choice 
Questions (MCQs) based on 

Mark(s) Per 
Question 

Total 
Marks 

Std. XI Std. XII 

Paper I Mathematics 10 40 2 100 

Paper II 
Physics 10 40 

1 100 
Chemistry 10 40 

Paper III 
Biology (Botany) 10 40 

1 100 
Biology (Zoology) 10 40 

 

 Questions will be set on 

i. the entire syllabus of Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology subjects of Std. XII, and  
ii. chapters / units from Std. XI curriculum as mentioned below: 
 

Sr. No. Subject Chapters / Units of Std. XI  

1 Physics 
Measurements, Scalars and Vectors, Force, Friction in solids and liquids, 
Refraction of Light, Ray optics, Magnetic effect of electric current, 
Magnetism. 

2 Chemistry 

Some basic concepts of chemistry, States of matter: Gases and liquids, 
Redox reactions, Surface chemistry, Nature of chemical bond, Hydrogen,  
s-Block elements (Alkali and alkaline earth metals), Basic principles and 
techniques in organic chemistry, Alkanes. 

3 Mathematics 
Trigonometric functions, Trigonometric functions of Compound Angles, 
Factorization Formulae, Straight Line, Circle and Conics, Sets, Relations 
and Functions, Probability, Sequences and series.  

4 

           Biology 

Section I – Botany Diversity in organisms, Biochemistry of cell, Plant Water Relations and 
Mineral Nutrition, Plant Growth and Development. 

Section II – Zoology Organization of Cell, Animal tissues, Human Nutrition, Human 
Respiration. 
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Sr. No. 
Textbook 
Chapter 

No. 
Chapter Name Page No. 

Std. XI 
1 1 Measurements 1 

2 2 Scalars and Vectors 23 

3 4 Force 42 

4 5 Friction in Solids and Liquids 72 

5 8 Refraction of Light 101 

6 9 Ray Optics 128 

7 12 Magnetic Effect of Electric Current 150 

8 13 Magnetism 169 

Std. XII 
9 1 Circular Motion 185 

10 2 Gravitation 218 

11 3 Rotational Motion 249 

12 4 Oscillations 283 

13 5 Elasticity 319 

14 6 Surface Tension 342 

15 7 Wave Motion 365 

16 8 Stationary Waves 391 

17 9 Kinetic Theory of Gases and Radiation 418 

18 10 Wave Theory of Light 465 

19 11 Interference and Diffraction 485 

20 12 Electrostatics 515 

21 13 Current Electricity 553 

22 14 Magnetic Effect of Electric Current 575 

23 15 Magnetism 603 

24 16 Electromagnetic Induction 617 

25 17 Electrons and Photons 658 

26 18 Atoms, Molecules and Nuclei 679 

27 19 Semiconductors 713 

28 20 Communication Systems 745 

  Model Question Paper - I 761 

  Model Question Paper - II 766 

  Various Physical Quantities and Conversion Factors 771 
 
Note: Questions of standard XI are indicated by ‘*’ in each Model Question Paper. 
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Subtopics 
 
13.0 Introduction  
 
13.1 Origin of magnetism due to moving charge 
 
13.2 Definition of magnetic dipole moment and its unit 
 
13.3 Equivalence between magnetic dipole and current 

carrying coil and solenoid 
 
13.4 Torque acting on a magnet in uniform magnetic 

induction 
 
13.5 Earth’s magnetic field 
 
13.6 Electromagnet and factors affecting their strength 
 
13.7 Magnetic induction due to a bar magnet at a point along 

the axis and at a point along the equator 
   
 
  
1. Magnetic induction: 

 B = 
A
  

 
2. Magnetic length: 

 2l  = 
6
5
 (Geometric length) 

 where l represents the half length of the 
magnet. 

 
3. Magnetic moment:  
 i. magnitude,  
  M = m  2l  
 ii. vector form, 

  M


=  m(2 )


l  
 
4. Pole strength of a bar magnet:  

 m = M
2l

 

5. Torque acting on a bar magnet:  

 = M B
  

   = MB sin  
 
6. Magnetic moment of a current carrying 

solenoid: 
 M = nIA 
 
7. Magnetic induction at a point along the axis 

of a solenoid: 

 Baxis = 0
3

2nIA
4 r



 
 
8. Magnetic induction at a point along the axis 

of a magnetic dipole: 

 Baxis = 
 

0
22 2

2Mr.
4 r


  l

 

 
9. Magnetic induction at a point along the 

equator of a magnetic dipole: 

 Bequator = 
 

0
3/ 22 2

M.
4 r

  l

 

Formulae

Magnetic refrigeration is a cooling 
technology based on the magnetocaloric 
effect. The magnetocaloric effect (MCE, 
from  magnet  and  calorie) is a magneto-
thermodynamic phenomenon in which a 
temperature change in a suitable material 
is caused by exposing the material to a 
changing magnetic field.  

Magnetic refrigeration 

Magnetism 13
Textbook 

Chapter No. 
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MHT-CET Triumph Physics (MCQs) 

10. Magnetic induction for a short bar magnet:  

 i. Baxis = 


4

0 . 3r
M2  

 ii. Bequator = 


4

0 . 3r
M  

 iii. Baxis = 2Bequator.  
11. The magnitude of earth’s magnetic field at 

a given place: B = 2 2
V HB B  

 
12. Earth’s magnetic field: 
 i. BH = B cos    
 ii. BV

 = B sin  

 iii. tan  = V

H

B
B

 

 
 
  
1. The magnetic dipole moment of a magnetic 

substance is mainly due to the spinning of 
electrons. 

 
2. Magnetic length is the distance between two 

opposite poles of a bar magnet. If geometric 
length is given then magnetic length can be 
determined by the formula. 

 Magnetic length = 
5
6  
 Geometric length 

 
3. A short magnet placed in a non-uniform 

magnetic field undergoes rotational and 
translational motion. 

 
4.       Torque acting on a bar magnet 

 = M B
  

   = MB sin  
 i. If  = 0 or 180, sin  = 0   
   = 0 
 ii. If B = 1 and  = 90   
   = M 
 
5.  1 T = 1  N/A m = 1 Wb/m2 = 104 G  
 
6. Magnetic poles are approximately 2000 

kilometres away from the geographic poles.  
 
7. Magnetic declination  is determined by a 

compass needle free to rotate in the horizontal 
plane, about the vertical axis. And the 
magnetic dip angle  is measured by allowing 
the compass needle to rotate freely in the 
vertical plane of magnetic meridian, about the 
horizontal axis. 

 
 
 
1. In electricity, an isolated charge can exist; in 

magnetism, an isolated magnetic pole does not 
exist. The simplest magnetic structure that can 
exist is only a magnetic dipole or current loop  

characterized by magnetic dipole moment M


.  
2. There can be magnets with no poles. For 

example, a magnetised ring (called toroid) or 
solenoid of infinite length has properties of a 
magnet, but no poles.  

3. Atoms which have paired electrons have their 
magnetic moment zero.  

4. A magnet suspended freely at equator will set 
itself parallel to the surface of earth while one 
suspended at pole will stand vertical.  

5. Electric lines of force are discontinuous, 
whereas magnetic field lines are closed 
continuous curves.  

6. For shielding a certain region of space from 
magnetic field, we surround the region by soft 
iron rings. Magnetic field lines will be drawn 
into the rings and the space enclosed will be 
free of magnetic field.   

 
  
1. Cutting a bar magnet into two equal pieces 

along its length produces magnets of half pole 
strength and half dipole moment.   

2. Cutting a bar magnet into two equal pieces 
perpendicular to its length produces magnets 
of same pole strength but half the dipole 
moment.  

3. When a bar magnet of pole strength ‘m’ and 
magnetic moment ‘M’ is cut into n equal parts 
longitudinally and transversely then pole 

strength of each piece = m
n

 and magnetic 

moment of each piece = 2

M
n

 
 
4. If a bar magnet of length ‘L’ and magnetic 

moment ‘M’ is bent to form a semicircular arc 
then new magnetic moment of bar magnet is 
given by 

 M = 2M
π

 

Notes 

Mindbenders

Shortcuts
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Chapter 13: Magnetism

5. Inverse cube law: For a short bar magnet, the 
magnetic induction at a point, either on its 
axial line or its equatorial line is inversely 
proportional to the cube of the distance of that 
point from the centre of the magnet. 

 i.e., B  3
1
r

 or 
3

1 2
3

2 1

B r
B r

 .  

 
   
 13.0 Introduction 
  
1. The property of attracting small pieces of iron 

by a substance is referred as _______. 
 (A) magnetism  
 (B) demagnetisation 
 (C) magnetisation  
 (D) electromagnetism 
 
2. A magnet is referred to as magnetic dipole in 

which its pole 
 (A) can be isolated.  
 (B) cannot be isolated. 
 (C) are fictitious.  
 (D) both (B) and (C). 
 
3. Which of the following is NOT a unit of 

magnetic induction?        
 (A) Wb/m2   
 (B) tesla 
 (C) N/A m  
 (D) N m/A 
 
4. Magnetic lines of force are _______.        
 (A) continuous  
 (B) discontinuous 
 (C) always straight line  
 (D) zig-zag lines 
    
5. Magnetic lines of force in external space and 

inside the magnetic dipole respectively go 
from            

 (A) S-pole to N-pole and N-pole to S-pole. 
 (B) N-pole to S-pole and S-pole to N-pole. 
 (C) S-pole to N-pole in both cases. 
 (D) N-pole to S-pole in both cases. 
 
6. Magnetic flux is defined as number of 

magnetic lines of forces passing through a 
given area, such that angle between the lines 
of forces and surface is            

 (A) 0 (B) 45 
 (C) 90 (D) 120 

7. The magnetic length of a dipole is         

 (A) 5
6
 geometric length 

 (B) 1
2
 geometric length 

 (C)  2  geometric length 

 (D) 6
5
 geometric length 

 
8. The pole strength of a magnet is         
 (A) vector quantity with SI unit A m 
 (B) scalar quantity with SI unit A/m 
 (C) vector quantity with SI unit A/m 
 (D) scalar quantity with SI unit A m 
 
9. The magnitude of magnetic induction at a 

point in a magnetic field of area 25 cm2 and 
magnetic flux 5  104 Wb is         

 (A) 0.02 T  
 (B) 0.2 Wb/m2 
 (C) 200 gauss  
 (D) 0.02 N/A m  
 13.1 Origin of magnetism due to moving 

charge 
  
10. The total magnetic moment of an atom is due to     
 (A) orbital motion of electrons. 
 (B) spin motion of electrons. 
 (C) both (A) and (B). 
 (D) existence of protons in nucleus. 
 
11. The net magnetic moment of an atom becomes 

zero, if atomic magnetic moments are oriented in                    
 (A) random directions. 
 (B) specific direction. 
 (C) parallel to each other. 
 (D) perpendicular to each other. 
 
12. In a conductor, moving electric charges 

produce _______.            
 (A) magnetic field  
 (B) electric field 
 (C) gravitational field  
 (D) thermionic effect 
 
13. The cause of magnetisation of matter lies with    
 (A) motion of electrons. 
 (B) charge on electrons. 
 (C) distance between the nucleus and 

outermost electron. 
 (D) both (A) and (B).  

Classical Thinking 
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MHT-CET Triumph Physics (MCQs) 

14. Which of the following represents correct 
relationship between total magnetic moment 
(M), orbital magnetic moment (Mo) and spin 
magnetic moment (Ms)?           

 (A) M = o

s

M
M

 (B)  M = Mo  Ms 

 (C) M = Mo + Ms (D)  M = Mo  Ms  
 13.2 Definition of magnetic dipole moment 

and its unit 
  
15. Which of the following is NOT true about 

magnetic dipole moment?                  
 (A) It is the product of pole strength and 

magnetic length. 
 (B) SI unit of magnetic dipole moment is 

joule/tesla. 
 (C) It is a vector quantity directed from             

‘ m’ to ‘+ m’. 
 (D) It depends on the area of cross section of 

magnet.  
16. A bar magnet has geometric length               

4.8  102 m. The magnetic moment of bar 
magnet, of pole strength 20 A m is         

 (A) 0.8 A m2 (B) 0.6 A m2 
 (C) 0.4 A m2 (D) 1 A m2 
 
17. The magnetic moment of a current carrying 

loop whose circumference with radius ‘r’ is 
equal to the perimeter of square with length l is            

 (A) 2r2l (B) 
22I


l   

 (C) 
24I


l  (D) 

24
I
l  

 
18. The direction of magnetic moment of a current 

carrying circular coil is          
 (A) along the circumference, in clockwise 

direction. 
 (B) along the axis, perpendicular to the 

plane. 
 (C) along the circumference, in 

anticlockwise direction. 
 (D) along the equator in straight line.  
 13.3 Equivalence between magnetic dipole 

and current carrying coil and solenoid 
  
19. A current carrying coil represents _______.       
 (A) an electric dipole 
 (B) a magnetic dipole 
 (C) a bar magnet  
 (D) a horse shoe magnet 

20. When a current carrying coil is suspended in a 
uniform magnetic induction B, the magnitude 
of torque acting on it is given by      

 (A) MB cos (B) nIAB sin 
 (C) nIAB cos (D) MB  
21. An arrangement of a long insulated wire 

wound in a closely packed helix represents     
 (A) solenoid (B) electric dipole 
 (C) magnetic needle (D) galvanometer  
22. Suppose we wish to have a current carrying 

coil equivalent to a magnet with moment      
10 A m2. When the coil has 75 turns and 
carries a current of 120 mA, the area of the 
coil is     

 (A) 0.1 cm2 (B) 1.1 m2 
 (C) 1.2 m2 (D) 11.2 m2 
 
23. A torque of 25 N m acts on a current carrying 

coil of area 5 m2 and magnetic moment              
2 A m2  in a magnetic field of induction          
2 Wb/m2. The angle between normal to coil 
and magnetic induction is 30. Then value of 
current is    

 (A) 0.4 A (B) 0.5 A 
 (C) 400 mA (D) 5 A  
24. The magnetic induction at a point distant      

15 cm on the axis of a short bar magnet of 
moment 0.5 A m2 is     

 (A) 3  105 Wb/m2 (B) 3  108 Wb/m2 
 (C) 3  1011 Wb/m2 (D) 4  105 Wb/m2  
 13.4 Torque acting on a magnet in uniform 

magnetic induction   
25. The magnetic moment of a bar magnet is equal 

to the moment of couple when magnet is kept     
 (A) parallel to uniform  magnetic field of 

unit induction. 
 (B) perpendicular to uniform magnetic field 

of unit induction. 
 (C) parallel to uniform magnetic field of any 

induction. 
 (D) perpendicular to uniform magnetic field 

of any induction.  
26. The torque acting on a magnet of magnetic 

moment ‘M’ placed in a uniform magnetic 
field B is      

 (A) perpendicular to M


, parallel to B


. 

 (B) parallel to M


, perpendicular to B


. 

 (C) perpendicular to both M


 and B


. 

 (D) parallel to both M


 and B


. 
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Chapter 13: Magnetism

27. The ratio of torque acting on a magnet of 
magnetic moment ‘M’ placed in uniform 

magnetic field when angle between M


 and B


  
 are 90 and 0 respectively is      

 (A) 1 (B) 0 (C)  (D) 1
2

 
 
28. When a bar magnet is placed in a uniform 

magnetic field, it experiences      
 (A) only force.  
 (B) only torque. 
 (C) both force and torque. 
 (D) no force, no torque.  
29. If the magnitude of torque is equal to the 

magnetic dipole moment and the axis of 
magnet is perpendicular to the field then the 
magnitude of magnetic induction is     

 (A) 1 gauss  
 (B) 1 Wb/m2 
 (C) 104 gauss  
 (D) both (B) and (C)  
 13.5 Earth’s magnetic field 
  
30. The study of earth’s magnetic field is called as    
 (A) geographic magnetism. 
 (B) terrestrial magnetism. 
 (C) geomagnetism. 
 (D) both (B) and (C). 
 
31. Which of the following is true about axis of 

earth’s magnetic dipole and axis of rotation of 
the earth?     

 (A) They coincide with each other. 
 (B) They are mutually perpendicular. 
 (C) The magnetic axis is inclined at an angle 

11.5 to axis of rotation of the earth. 
 (D) They are parallel to each other. 
 
32. The direction of earth’s magnetic field at any 

place is specified in terms of       
 (A) magnetic induction at meridian. 
 (B) magnetic field declination. 
 (C) magnetic field inclination. 
 (D) both (B) and (C). 
 
33. The angle between the magnetic meridian and 

geographic meridian at  place is known as 
_______. 

 (A) magnetic declination 
 (B) magnetic inclination 
 (C) angle of dip 
 (D) both (B) and (C) 

34. The angle between earth’s magnetic field at a 
given place and the horizontal is known as 
______.     

 (A) angle of dip 
 (B) magnetic inclination 
 (C) magnetic declination 
 (D) both (A) and (C) 
 
35. The angle of dip at any place on earth’s 

surface lies between _______.      
 (A) 0 to 90 (B) 90 to 360 
 (C) 0 to 180 (D) 90 to 270  
36. At a given place let angle of dip be 30 then 

the vertical component of earth’s magnetic 
induction is     

 (A) 3 B
2

 (B) B 

 (C) 0 (D) B
2

 
 
37. If at a given place, the horizontal and vertical 

component of earth’s magnetic induction are 
equal then angle of dip is       

 (A) 60 (B) 0 
 (C) 45 (D) 30 
 
38. The earth’s magnetic field  
 (A) varies in direction but not in magnitude. 
 (B) varies in magnitude but not in direction. 
 (C) varies both in magnitude and direction. 
 (D) remains constant. 
 
39. A vertical plane passing through the magnetic 

north and south pole of the earth is _______.       
 (A) geographic axis 
 (B) geographic meridian 
 (C) magnetic meridian 
 (D) magnetic equator 
 
40. The strength of earth’s  magnetic field on the 

earth is of the order of       
 (A) 104 Wb (B) 104 tesla 
 (C) 104 A m (D) 102 gauss 
 
41. Which of the following statements is true?    
 (A) The magnetic meridian coincides with 

geographic meridian. 
 (B) The angle between magnetic meridian 

and geographic meridian is angle of dip. 
 (C) The magnetic declination is same at all 

places on earth. 
 (D) Magnetic equator is a great circle on the 

surface of the earth, in a plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic axis. 
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42. The direction of earth’s magnetic field is 
horizontal and vertical respectively at      

 (A) magnetic equator, geographical poles. 
 (B) magnetic equator, magnetic poles. 
 (C) geographical equator, magnetic poles. 
 (D) geographical equator, geographical 

poles.  
 13.6 Electromagnet and factors affecting 

their strength   
43. Soft iron is used for making electromagnet 

because it      
 (A) has low retentivity. 
 (B) has low coercivity. 
 (C) small hysteresis loss. 
 (D) all of these.  
44. Which of the following are uses of 

electromagnets?       
 (A) To lift ferromagnetic substances such as 

iron. 
 (B) In circuit brakers, braking system of 

train. 
 (C) Used in charged particles accelerators 

(cyclotrons). 
 (D) All of these.  
45. Strength of electromagnet can be increased by      
 (A) decreasing current in the coil. 
 (B) decreasing number of turns. 
 (C) using core of high permeability. 
 (D) using core of low permeability.  
 13.7 Magnetic induction due to a bar 

magnet at a point along the axis and 
at a point along the equator   

46. The magnetic induction due to a bar magnet at 
a point on its axis is directed from       

 (A) N-pole to S-pole  
 (B) S-pole to N-pole 
 (C)  m to + m  
 (D) both (B) and (C)  
47. The magnetic fields at a distance ‘d’ from a 

short bar magnet in longitudinal and 
transverse positions, are in the ratio         

 (A) 1 : 1 (B) 1 : 2 
 (C) 2 : 1 (D) 3 : 1  
48. Two points A and B are situated perpendicular 

to the axis of 4 cm long bar magnet at a 
distance x and 3x from its centre on opposite 
sides. The ratio of magnetic inductions at A 
and B will be equal to      

 (A) 27 : 1 (B) 2 : 9 
 (C) 6 : 8 (D) 1 : 27 

49. The magnetic induction due to short magnetic 
dipole of moment 0.1 A m2 at equatorial point 
1 cm away from centre of dipole is                    
(0 = 4  107 Wb/A m)      

 (A) 0.1 T (B) 0.01 T 
 (C) 0.001 T (D) 0.0001 T  
50. The magnetic induction due to a bar magnet of 

length 6  102 m and pole strength 5  103 m 
at a point 0.1 m away from the centre and 
along the equator is        

 (A) 3  109  N/A m, directed from N-pole to 
S-pole. 

 (B) 3  108  N/A m, directed from N-pole 
to S-pole. 

 (C) 3  108 T, directed from S-pole to N-pole. 
 (D) 3  109 T, directed from S-pole to N-pole.  
 Miscellaneous 
  
51. The dimensions of 0 (permeability) are    
   (A) [M1L1T2A1] (B) [M1L1T1A1] 
 (C) [M2L1T2A1] (D) [M1L1T2A2]  
52. The magnetic induction at a point on axis or 

equator is proportional to nth power of distance 
from centre where n is            

 (A) 3 (B) 3 (C) 2 (D) 2  
53. When a bar magnet is placed in a non-uniform 

magnetic field, it performs     
 (A) rotational motion. 
 (B) translational motion. 
 (C) rectilinear motion. 
 (D) both (A) and (B).  
54. In order to have a strong electromagnet it must 

have      
 (A) high value of saturation magnetisation. 
 (B) low retentivity. 
 (C) low hysteresis loss. 
 (D) all of these.  
55. Earth’s magnetic field always has a horizontal 

component except at             
 (A) equator.  
 (B) magnetic pole. 
 (C) latitude of 60. 
 (D) an inclination of 60.  
56. Each pole of magnet of length 20 cm in a 

magnetic field of induction 0.2 T experiences a 
force 20 N. The magnetic moment of magnet is     

 (A) 20 A m2 (B) 15 A m2 
 (C) 10 A m2 (D) 5 A m2 
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57. If the moment of a magnet is 0.4 A m2 and force 
acting on each pole in a uniform magnetic field of 
induction 3.2  105 Wb/m2 is 5.12  105 N, the 
distance between the poles of magnet is      

 (A) 25 cm (B) 16 cm 
 (C) 12.5 cm (D) 12 cm  
58. If at a given place the earth’s magnetic 

induction B is 5  104 tesla and the horizontal 
component BH is 3 gauss then vertical 
component BV is         

 (A) 4  104 gauss (B) 5 gauss   
 (C) 4  104 T (D) 3.5  104 T  
59. The torque acting on a magnetic dipole of 

moment 5 A m2 when placed in an external 
uniform magnetic induction 1.5  104 Wb/m2 
at right angle to magnetic induction is     

 (A) 7.5  104 N m (B) 75  104 N m 
 (C) 1.25  105 N m (D) 1.5  104 N m  
60. The number of electrons flowing in a current 

carrying circular coil per second having area 
of 2 m2 and magnetic moment of 8 A m2 is    

 (A) 5  1018  (B)  2.5  1018 
 (C) 25  1018 (D) 6.25  1018 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   
 13.1 Origin of magnetism due to moving 

charge 
 
1. The vector sum of magnetic moments of all 

electrons inside the atom is the  
 (A) magnetic moment of proton. 
 (B) magnetic moment of neutron. 
 (C) magnetic moment of atom. 
 (D) average magnetic moment of electron. 
 
2. Assertion: Magnetic moment of an atom is 

due to both, the orbital motion and spin 
motion of every electron. 

 Reason: A charged particle produces a 
magnetic field. 

 (A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 
Reason is a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 
Reason is not a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (C) Assertion is True, Reason is False. 
 (D) Assertion is False, Reason is False. 
 
 13.2 Definition of magnetic dipole moment 

and its unit 
 
3.  If a hole is made at the centre of a bar magnet, 

then its magnetic moment  
 (A) increases  
 (B) decreases 
 (C) does not change  
 (D) none of these 
 
4. A curve between magnetic moment and 

temperature of magnet is 
 
 
 (A)  (B) 
 
  
   
 (C)  (D) 
 
 
   

M 

T O 

M 

T O 

M 

T O 

M 
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Critical Thinking 

Magnetic shielding is the phenomenon of protecting 
a region against any external magnetic effects. 
Equipments sometimes require isolation from 
external magnetic fields. In these cases, shields made 
of high magnetic permeability metal alloys can be 
used, such as sheets of Permalloy and Mu-Metal. 
These materials don’t block the magnetic field, but 
draw the field into themselves, providing a path for 
the magnetic field lines around the shielded volume. 
A very common example of magnetic shielding is 
protecting a costly wrist watch from external 
magnetic field by enclosing it in soft iron core. 
Such a watch when placed in a magnetic field, most 
of the magnetic field lines pass through the soft iron 
core and a watch remains unaffected.   

Magnetic shielding 
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 13.3 Equivalence between magnetic dipole 
and current carrying coil and solenoid  

5. The current carrying loop behaves as a 
magnetic dipole because, 

 (A) upper face of loop behaves as south pole 
and lower as north pole. 

 (B) lower face of loop behaves as south pole 
and upper face as north pole.  

 (C) one face of loop behaves as south pole 
and other face as north pole. 

 (D) Both faces of loop keep switching 
between north and south pole respectively.  

6. The number of small magnetic dipoles in a 
solenoid is proportional to _______. 

 (A) number of turns (N)  
 (B) amount of current flow  
 (C) magnetic induction  
 (D) permeability  
7. A straight wire carrying current I is turned into 

a circular loop. If the magnitude of magnetic 
moment associated with it in M.K.S. unit is M, 
the length of wire will be         

 (A) 4IM (B) 4 M
I
  

 (C) 4 I
M
  (D) M

4I
  

 
 13.4 Torque acting on a magnet in uniform 

magnetic induction  
8. The torque on a bar magnet due to the earth’s 

magnetic field is maximum when the axis of 
the magnet is  

 (A) perpendicular to the field of the earth. 
 (B) parallel to the vertical component of the 

earth’s field. 
 (C) at an angle of 33 with respect to the   

N-S direction. 
 (D) along the North-South (N-S) direction.  
9. Rate of change of torque  with deflection  is 

maximum for a magnet suspended freely in a 
uniform magnetic field of induction B, when 

 (A)  = 0 (B)  = 45 
(C)  = 60 (D)  = 90   

10. The pole strength of a bar magnet is 48 A m 
and the distance between its poles is 25 cm. 
The moment of the couple by which it can be 
placed at an angle of 30 with the uniform 
magnetic intensity of flux density                     
0.15 newton /ampere-metre will be  

 (A) 12 N m (B) 18 N m 
 (C) 0.9 N m (D) 1.6 N m 

11. A bar magnet is held perpendicular to a 
uniform magnetic field. If the couple acting on 
the magnet is to be halved by rotating it, then 
the angle by which it is to be rotated is  

 (A) 30  (B) 45 
 (C) 60 (D) 90  
 13.5 Earth’s magnetic field  
12. If a needle is suspended at different places on 

earth then needle becomes exactly vertical and 
horizontal respectively along 

 (A) magnetic axis only. 
 (B) magnetic equator only. 
 (C) magnetic axis and magnetic equator. 
 (D) magnetic equator and magnetic axis.  
13. The lines of force of earth’s magnetic field 

will be perpendicular to earth’s surface 
 (A) at all positions. 
 (B) near the poles. 
 (C) near the equator. 
 (D) at the centre of the earth.  
14. A compass needle will show which one of the 

following directions at the earth’s magnetic 
pole?         

 (A) Vertical. 
 (B) No particular direction. 
 (C) Bent at 45° to the vertical. 
 (D) Horizontal.  
15. A ship is to reach a place 10 south of west. In 

what direction should it be steered if 
declination at the place is 17 west? 

 (A) 73 west of magnetic north. 
 (B) 27 west of magnetic south. 
 (C) 83 west of magnetic north. 
 (D) 7 east of magnetic south.  
16. At a certain place, the angle of dip is 30° and 

the horizontal component of earth’s magnetic 
field is 0.50 oersted. The earth’s total 
magnetic field is   

 (A) 3  (B) 1 (C) 1
3

 (D) 1
2

 
 
 13.7 Magnetic induction due to a bar 

magnet at a point along the axis and at 
a point along the equator  

17. Magnetic induction due to a short magnet at a 
point 100 mm from the centre of magnet on 
equatorial line is 10 T. The magnetic 
moment of the magnet is       

 (A) 2 A m2 (B) 0.5 A m2 
 (C) 0.1 A m2 (D) 10 A m2 
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18. X and Y are two identical short bar magnets 
placed at the corners of a square as shown in 
the figure. Magnetic field at A is 0.3  104 T. 
On reversing only X, the resultant field at A is  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 (A) 2  105 T towards X.  
 (B) 1  105 towards X. 
 (C) 1  105 T away from X. 
 (D) zero.  
19. Two identical magnetic dipoles of magnetic 

moments 1.0 A m2 each, are placed at a 
separation of 2 m with their axis perpendicular 
to each other. The resultant magnetic field at a 
point midway between the dipoles is  

 (A) 5  10–7 T (B) 5   10–7 T  
 (C) 10–7 T (D) 2  107 T  
 Miscellaneous  
20. When a bar magnet of pole strength ‘m’ and 

magnetic moment ‘M’ is cut into n equal parts 
longitudinaly and transversely then pole 
strength and magnetic moment of each piece 
is respectively     

 (A) m/n,  M/n (B) m/n, M/n2 
 (C) m/n2, M/n (D) m/n2, M/n2 
 
21. The magnetic induction at a point 1000 mm 

from the centre of the dipole along the equator 
is equal in magnitude to the earth’s horizontal 
component of magnetic field. The angle of dip 
 is such that cos  = sin  and Bv = 5  104 T. 
The magnetic dipole moment is       

 (A) 4  103 A m2 (B) 5  103 A m2 
 (C) 5  104 A m2 (D) 4  104 A m2  
22. A magnetising field of 1600 A/m produces a 

magnetic flux of 2.4  105 Wb in a bar of iron 
of cross section 0.2 cm2. Then permeability of 
the bar is         

 (A) 7.5  104 T A1 m 
 (B) 7.5  104 T A m1 
 (C) 7.5  103 T A1 m 
 (D) 7.5  102 T A m1 

23. According to the Atomic theory , on heating a 
magnet, the thermal energy of the elementary 
magnet 

 (A) decreases. 
 (B) increases. 
 (C) remains the same.  
 (D) increases to a certain value then remains 

constant.  
24. The north pole of a magnet is brought near a 

stationary negatively charged conductor. Will 
the pole experience any force? 

 (A) Yes 
 (B) No 
 (C) Can’t say 
 (D) Depends on the magnitude of pole 

strength.  
25. The orbital speed of an electron orbiting 

around the nucleus in a circular orbit of radius 
r is v. Then the magnetic dipole moment of the 
electron will be 

 (A) evr (B) evr
2

 (C) ev
2r

 (D) vr
2e

 
 
26. Which of the following is a vector quantity? 
 (A) Pole strength  
 (B) Permeability 
 (C) Magnetic lines of force 
 (D) Magnetic pole  
27. Choose the correct statement/s: 
 (i) Magnetic field lines try to expand in 

length. 
 (ii) Magnetic field lines repel each other 

laterally. 
 (iii) Magnetic field lines attract each other 

laterally. 
 (iv) Magnetic field lines are crowded in 

region where magnetic induction has 
least value. 

 (A) (i) (B) (ii) 
 (C) (iii), (iv) (D) (iv), (i)  
28. Assertion: We cannot think of magnetic field 

configuration with three poles. 
 Reason: A bar magnet does exert a torque on 

itself due to its own field.   
 (A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 

Reason is a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 
Reason is not a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (C) Assertion is True, Reason is False. 
 (D) Assertion is False, Reason is False. 

SX 

N 

A 
S Y 

N 
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29. Assertion: Basic difference between an 
electric line and magnetic line of force is that 
former is discontinuous and the latter is 
continuous or endless. 

 Reason: No electric lines of forces exist 
inside a charged body but magnetic lines do 
exist inside a magnet. 

 (A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason 
is a correct explanation for Assertion. 

 (B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason 
is not a correct explanation for Assertion. 

 (C) Assertion is True, Reason is False. 
 (D) Assertion is False, Reason is False.  
30. The electron in the hydrogen atom is moving 

with a speed of 2.3  106 m s–1 in an orbit of 
radius 0.53 Å. Calculate the magnetic moment 
of the revolving electron.        

 (A) 8.75  10–24 A m2 
 (B) 9.75  10–24 A m2 
 (C) 2.75  10–24 A m2 
 (D) 9.75  10–20 A m2 
 

 
   
 13.0 Introduction  
1. Two lines of force due to a bar magnet   

[MP PMT 2002]  
 (A) intersect at the neutral point.  
 (B) intersect near the poles of the magnet. 
 (C) intersect on the equatorial axis of the 

magnet. 
 (D) do not intersect at all.   
2. The magnetic field lines due to a bar magnet are 

correctly shown in [IIT JEE (Screening) 2002]  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

    
   
3. If magnetic length of magnet is 10 cm, then 

the geometric length is [MH CET 2002, 2005] 
 (A) 12 cm. (B) 10 cm. 
 (C) 8 cm.  (D) 14 cm. 

4. Unit of magnetic flux density (or magnetic 
induction) is                           [MH CET 2004] 

 (A) tesla 
 (B) weber/metre2  
 (C) newton/ampere-metre 
 (D) all of the above  
 13.1 Origin of magnetism due to moving 

charge  
5. Bar magnet of pole strength m is cut into four 

equal parts such that the length and breadth of 
each part is half of the original dimensions. 
The pole strength of each part will be 

[MH CET 2010] 

 (A) m (B) m
2

 (C) m
4

 (D) m
8

 
  
 13.2 Definition of magnetic dipole moment 

and its unit  
6. Magnetic dipole moment is a     [AFMC 2004] 
 (A) scalar quantity (B) vector quantity 
 (C) constant quantity (D) pseudo vector  
7. The effective length of a magnet is 31.4 cm 

and its pole strength is 0.8 Am. The magnetic 
moment, if it is bent in the form of a 
semicircle is _______ Am2. [GUJ CET 2015] 

 (A) 1.6 (B) 1.2 (C) 0.16 (D) 0.12   
8. A bar magnet having magnetic moment M, is 

bent into a semicircle. The new moment of 
magnet will be             [MH CET 2002, 2007] 

 (A) M (B) 2M (C) 

M2  (D) 

2
M  

 
9. A bar magnet of length l and magnetic dipole 

moment M is bent in the form of an arc as 
shown in figure. The new magnetic dipole 
moment will be       [NEET UG 2013] 

 (A) M  

 (B) 3
π

M 

 (C) 2
π

M  

 (D) M
2

 
 
10. A magnetized wire of magnetic moment M is 

bent into an arc of a circle that substends an 
angle of 60 at the centre. The equivalent 
magnetic moment is            [BCECE 2014] 

 (A) 3M
2

 (B) M


 

 (C) 2M


 (D) 3M
  

Competitive Thinking 

S 

N 
(A) 

S 

N 
(B) 

S 

N 
(C) 

S 

N 
(D) 
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11. A magnet of magnetic moment M and pole 
strength m is divided in two equal parts, then 
magnetic moment of each part will be  

 [K CET 2001; MH CET 2001;  
MP PMT 2002] 

 (A) M (B) M
2

 (C) M
4

 (D) 2M 
  
 13.3 Equivalence between magnetic dipole 

and current carrying coil and solenoid  
12. A coil of length L, carries a current i. The 

magnetic moment of coil is proportional to  
[MH CET 2011] 

 (A) L (B) L2 (C) L1 (D) L2  
13. A wire of length l, carrying current i, is bent in 

circle of radius r, then magnetic moment at 
centre of loop is           [MH CET 2004, 2008] 

 (A) 
2i

2
l  (B) 

2i
4
l  (C) 

2i
2
l  (D) i

4
l  

 
 13.4 Torque acting on a magnet in uniform 

magnetic induction  
14. A bar magnet of magnetic moment M



 is placed 

in a magnetic field of induction B


. The torque 
exerted on it is         [BHU 2003; C PMT 2004;  

MP PMT 2001, 2005] 

 (A) M.B
 

 (B) – M.B
 

 

 (C) M B
 

  (D) B M
 

  
 
15. There is no couple acting when two bar 

magnets are placed coaxially separated by a 
distance because     [EAMCET (Engg.) 2000] 

 (A) there are no forces on the poles.  
 (B) the forces are parallel and their lines of 

action do not coincide.  
 (C) the forces are perpendicular to each other. 
 (D) the forces act along the same line.  
16. A bar magnet of magnetic moment 200 A-m2 

is suspended in a magnetic field of intensity 
0.25 N/A-m. The couple required to deflect it 
through 30o is    [AFMC 1999; Pb PET 2000]  

 (A) 50 N-m (B) 25 N-m 
 (C) 20 N-m (D) 15 N-m  
17. A magnet of length 0.1 m and pole strength 

104 Am is kept in a magnetic field of           
30 Wb/m2  at an angle 30. The couple acting 
on it is           [MP PET 2005]  

 (A) 7.5  104 N-m (B) 3.0  104 N-m  
 (C) 1.5  104 N-m (D) 6.0  104 N-m 

18. If a magnet of length 10 cm and pole strength  
40 A-m is placed at an angle of 45 in a uniform 
magnetic field of intensity 2  104 T, then the 
couple acting on it is               [MH CET 1999] 

 (A) 0.5656  104 N-m  
 (B) 0.5656  103 N-m 
 (C) 0.656  104 N-m  
 (D) 0.656  105 N-m  
19. A closely wound solenoid of 2000 turns and 

area of cross-section 1.5  104 m2 carries a 
current of 2.0 A. It is suspended through its 
centre and perpendicular to its length, allowing 
it to turn in a horizontal plane in a uniform 
magnetic field 5  102 tesla making an angle of 
30o with the axis of the solenoid. The torque on 
the solenoid will be       [CBSE (Mains) 2010] 

 (A) 3  103 N-m (B) 1.5  103 N-m 
 (C) 1.5  102 N-m (D) 3  102 N-m  
 13.5 Earth’s magnetic field  
20. Magnetic meridian is a     [Orissa JEE 2002] 
 (A) point.  (B) horizontal plane.  
 (C) vertical plane.  (D) line along N-S.   
21. The relation between BH, Bv and B is _______  

[GUJ CET 2018] 
 (A) B = 

2 2
v HB B  (B) B = BH. Bv 

 (C) B = 
v

H

B
B

 (D) B = 
H

v

B
B

 
 
22. Direction of magnetic field at equatorial point 

is                                            [MH CET 2005] 

 (A) parallel to 

M . 

 (B) perpendicular to 

M . 

 (C) making an angle of 45 with 

M . 

 (D) antiparallel to M


.   
23. At the magnetic poles of the earth, the value of the 

angle of dip is   [MP PET 1997; AFMC 1999]  
  (A) 45 (B) 30     (C) zero   (D) 90     
24. Angle of dip is zero at           [MH CET 2002] 
 (A) poles.  
 (B) between poles of equator.  
 (C) equator. 
 (D) none of these.  
25. At a certain place the horizontal component of 

the earth’s magnetic field is B0 and the angle of 
dip is 45o. The total intensity of the field at that 
place will be   [MP PET 2000; Pb PET 2003]  

 (A) B0  (B) 02B  (C) 2B0 (D) 2
0B  
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26. At certain place, the horizontal component of 
earth’s magnetic field is 3.0 G and the angle 
dip at the place is 30. The magnetic field of 
earth at that location              [K CET 2016]  

 (A) 4.5 G (B) 5.1 G 
 (C) 3.5 G (D) 6.0 G  
27. The horizontal component of the earth’s 

magnetic field is 0.22 Gauss and total 
magnetic field is 0.4 Gauss. The angle of dip 
is           [MP PMT 2004]  

 (A) tan1(1) (B) tan1() 
 (C) tan1(1.518) (D) tan1 ()  
28. At a certain place, the horizontal component 

of earth’s magnetic field is 3  times the 
vertical component. The angle of dip at that 
place is                                    [WB JEE 2009] 

 (A) 30 (B) 60 (C) 45 (D) 90 
 
29. At a place on the Earth, the vertical 

component of Earth’s magnetic field is 3  
times its horizontal component. The angle of 
dip at this place is _______. [GUJ CET 2015] 

 (A) 30 (B) 60 (C) 45 (D) 0  
30. The angle of dip at a place is 37 and the 

vertical component of the earth’s magnetic field 
is 6 105 T. The earth’s magnetic field at this 

place is (tan 37 = 3
4

).        [Kerala PET 2009]  

 (A) 7  105 T (B) 6 105 T 
 (C) 5  105 T (D) 104 T  
31. The Earth’s magnetic field at some place on 

magnetic equator of Earth is 0.5 × 104 T. 
Consider the radius of Earth at that place as 
6400 km. Then, magnetic dipole moment of 
the Earth is _____ Am2  

 (μ0 = 4π × 10–7 TmA–1)        [GUJ CET 2014] 
 (A) 1.05 × 1023  
 (B) 1.31 × 1023 

 (C) 1.15 × 1023   
 (D) 1.62 × 1023  
32. If 1 and 2 be the apparent angles of dip 

observed in two vertical planes at right angles 
to each other, then the true angle of dip  is 
given by    [NEET (UG) 2017] 

 (A) cot2 = cot21 + cot22 
 (B) tan2 = tan21 + tan22 
 (C) cot2 = cot21  cot22 
 (D) tan2 = tan21  tan22 

 
 13.6 Electromagnet and factors affecting 

their strength  
33. The materials suitable for making 

electromagnets should have    [AIEEE 2004]  
 (A) high retentivity and high coercivity. 
 (B) low retentivity and low coercivity. 
 (C) high retentivity and low coercivity.  
 (D) low retentivity and high coercivity.  
34.  Electromagnets are made of soft iron because 

soft iron has                           [MH CET 2014] 
 (A)  high susceptibility and low retentivity. 
 (B)  low susceptibility and high retentivity. 
 (C)  low susceptibility and low retentivity. 
 (D)  high susceptibility and high retentivity.   
 13.7 Magnetic induction due to a bar 

magnet at a point along the axis and at 
a point along the equator 

 
35. Consider a point on an equatorial axis of a 

short bar magnet. The direction of magnetic 
field at that point is                [MH CET 2006] 

 (A) antiparallel to magnetic moment 
 (B) parallel to magnetic moment 
 (C) perpendicular to magnetic moment 
 (D) arbitary depended on a distance of a 

point from centre of the magnet  
36. A small bar magnet has a magnetic moment    

1.2 A-m2. The magnetic field at a distance               
0.1 m on its axis will be  

 (0 = 4  107 T-m/A)                  [BHU 2003]  
 (A) 1.2  104 T  
 (B) 2.4  104 T     
 (C) 2.4  104 T  
 (D) 1.2  104 T  
37. The bar magnet produces magnetic induction 

of 4  10–5 T at a point 10 cm from centre on 
the axis of magnet. The magnetic moment is 

[MH CET 2004] 
 (A) 0.2 Am2   
 (B) 0.002 Am2   
 (C) 2 Am2    
 (D) 0.02 Am2    
38. Magnetic field (B1) due to a bar magnet at a 

point P on axial line is equal to magnetic field 
(B2) due to the same magnet at point Q on 
equatorial line. What is ratio of distances of 
point P and Q from centre?   [MH CET 2003] 

 (A) 2–1/3 (B) 2 
 (C) 21/3 (D) 21/2 
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39. Two identical short bar magnets, each having 
magnetic moment of 10 Am2, are arranged such 
that their axial lines are perpendicular to each 
other and their centres be along the same straight 
line in a horizontal plane. If the distance between 
their centres is 0.2 m, the resultant magnetic 
induction at a point  midway between them  is  

     (0 = 4  10–7 Hm–1)          [EAMCET 2005] 
 (A) 2   10–7 tesla  
 (B) 5   10–7 tesla  
 (C) 2   10–3 tesla  
 (D) 5   10–3 tesla 
 
40. Two short bar magnets of length 1 cm each have 

magnetic moments 1.20 A m2 and 1.00 A m2 
respectively. They are placed on a horizontal 
table parallel to each other with their N poles 
pointing towards the South. They have a 
common magnetic equator and are separated by 
a distance of 20.0 cm. The value of the resultant 
horizontal magnetic induction at the mid-point O 
of the line joining their centres is close to  

 (Horizontal component of earth’s magnetic 
induction is 3.6 × 105 Wb/m2) 

[JEE (Main) 2013] 
 (A)  3.6 × 105 Wb/m2   
 (B)  2.56 × 104 Wb/m2 
 (C)  3.50 × 104 Wb/m2  
 (D)  5.80 × 104 Wb/m2 

 
41. The ratio of magnetic fields due to a bar 

magnet at the two axial points P1 and P2 which 
are separated from each other by 10 cm is  
25 : 2. Point P1 is situated at 10 cm from the 
centre of the magnet. Magnetic length of the 
bar magnet is (Points P1 and P2 are on the 
same side of magnet and distance of P2 from 
the centre is greater than distance of P1 from 
the centre of magnet)          [MHT CET 2018] 

 (A) 5 cm (B) 10 cm 
 (C) 15 cm (D) 20 cm  
 Miscellaneous  
42. Which magnetic field is closer to that of a bar 

magnet?      [K CET 2004]  
  (A) A straight wire carrying a direct current. 
 (B) A straight wire carrying an alternating 

current. 
  (C) A loop carrying a direct current. 
 (D) A loop carrying an alternating current.   

43. A circular loop and a square loop are formed 
from two wires of same length and cross-
section. Same current is passed through them. 
Then the ratio of their dipole moment is  

 [TS EAMCET (Engg.) 2015; 
Similar in MH CET 2010] 

 (A) 4 (B) 2


 (C) 2 (D) 
4
   

44. A charge q is spread uniformly over an 
isolated ring  of radius ‘R’. The ring is rotated 
about its natural axis with an angular velocity 
‘’.  Magnetic dipole moment of the ring is  

                  [AP EAMCET (Engg.) 2016] 

 (A) 
2q R

2
  (B) q R

2
  

 (C) qR2 (D) q
2R
  

 
45. At neutral point, the horizontal component of 

the magnetic field due to a magnet is  
[MH CET 2000] 

 (A) equal to earth’s horizontal magnetic field. 
 (B) in the same direction of the earth’s 

horizontal magnetic field.  
 (C) in the opposite direction of the earth’s 

horizontal magnetic field. 
 (D) both (A) and (C). 
 
46. Assertion: If a compass needle be kept at 

magnetic north pole of the earth, the compass 
needle may stay in any direction. 

 Reason: Dip needle will stay vertical at the 
north pole of earth.                    [AIIMS 2008] 

 (A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason 
is a correct explanation for Assertion. 

 (B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason 
is not a correct explanation for Assertion. 

 (C) Assertion is True, Reason is False. 
 (D) Assertion is False, Reason is False. 

 
47. A bar magnet is hung by a thin cotton thread 

in a uniform horizontal magnetic field and is 
in equilibrium state. The energy required to 
rotate it by 60 is W. Now the torque required 
to keep the magnet in this new position is 

         [NEET P-II 2016] 

 (A) 
2W

3
 (B) 

W
3

 

 (C) 3W  (D) 3W
2  
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 Classical Thinking 
 

1. (A) 2. (D) 3. (D) 4. (A) 5. (B) 6. (C) 7. (A) 8. (D) 9. (B) 10. (C) 
11. (A) 12. (A) 13. (D) 14. (C) 15. (D) 16. (A) 17. (C) 18. (B) 19. (B) 20. (B) 
21. (A) 22. (B) 23. (D) 24. (A) 25. (B) 26. (C) 27. (C) 28. (B) 29. (D) 30. (D) 
31. (C) 32. (D) 33. (A) 34. (A) 35. (A) 36. (D) 37. (C) 38. (C) 39. (C) 40. (B) 
41. (D) 42. (B) 43. (D) 44. (D) 45. (C) 46. (D) 47. (C) 48. (A) 49. (B) 50. (B) 
51. (D) 52. (B) 53. (A) 54. (D) 55. (B) 56. (A) 57. (A) 58. (C) 59.   (A) 60. (C) 

    
 Critical Thinking 
 
 1. (C) 2. (C) 3. (C) 4. (C) 5. (C) 6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (A) 10. (C) 
 11. (C) 12. (C) 13. (B) 14. (A) 15. (C) 16. (C) 17. (C) 18. (B) 19. (B) 20. (B) 
 21. (B) 22. (A) 23. (B) 24. (B) 25. (B) 26. (C) 27. (B) 28. (D) 29. (A) 30. (B) 
              
 Competitive Thinking 
 
 1. (D) 2. (D) 3. (A) 4. (D) 5. (B) 6. (B) 7. (C) 8. (C) 9. (B) 10. (D) 
 11. (B) 12. (B) 13. (B) 14. (C) 15. (D) 16. (B) 17. (C) 18. (B) 19. (C) 20. (C) 
 21. (A) 22. (D) 23. (D) 24. (C) 25. (B) 26. (C) 27. (C) 28. (A) 29. (B) 30. (D) 
 31. (B) 32. (A) 33. (B) 34. (A) 35. (A) 36. (B) 37. (A) 38. (C) 39. (D) 40. (B) 
 41. (B) 42. (C)  43. (D) 44. (A) 45. (D) 46. (B) 47. (C) 
  
   
1. A circular coil of diameter 10 cm is placed in a 

magnetic field of induction 42 10 T.  The 
magnitude of flux linked with coil when the 
plane of coil makes an angle 45 with the field is 

 (A) 83 10 Wb   
 (B) 10  108 Wb 
 (C) 108 Wb  
 (D) 25  108 Wb  
2. Assertion: The magnetic poles of earth do not 

coincide with the geographic poles. 
 Reason: The discrepancy between the 

orientation of a compass and true north-south 
direction is known as magnetic declination. 

 (A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 
Reason is a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; 
Reason is not a correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

 (C) Assertion is True, Reason is False. 
 (D) Assertion is False, Reason is False. 

3. The magnetic compass is not useful for 
navigation near the magnetic poles because 

 (A) the magnetic field near the poles is zero. 
 (B) the magnetic field near the poles is 

almost vertical. 
 (C) magnetic compass loses magnetism at 

low temperature. 
 (D) the magnetic field near the poles is 

almost parallel. 
 
4. A short bar magnet is placed such that its 

north pole facing north forms a neutral point at 
T. Now, the magnet is rotated by 90 in the 
horizontal plane. If horizontal component of 
Earth’s magnetic field is BH, then the net 
magnetic induction at T will be 

 (A) zero  

 (B) H3B  

 (C) 2 BH  

 (D) H5B  
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Chapter 13: Magnetism

5. The angle of dip at a place is . If dip is 
measured in a plane making an angle  with 
the magnetic meridian, the apparent angle of 
dip 1 will be equal to 

 (A) tan1(tan  sec ) 
 (B) tan1(tan  sin ) 
 (C) tan1(tan  cos ) 
 (D) tan1(tan  cosec ) 
 
6. A magnet 10 cm long with its poles 

concentrated at its ends is placed vertically 
with its north pole on the table. At a point 
due 10 cm south of the magnetic north pole, a 
neutral point is obtained. If BH = 0.5 gauss, 
then the pole strength of the magnet is 
approximately 

 (A) 7.44 ampere  metre 
 (B) 77.4 ab-ampere  cm 
 (C) 18.5 ampere  metre 
 (D) 185 ab-ampere  cm 
 
7. The valence electron in the lithium atom is 

moving with a speed of 1.8  106 m/s in an 
orbit of radius 152 Å. Neglecting presence of 
other electrons in the atom, the magnetic 
moment of the valence electron is  

 (A) 2.19  1024 A m2 
 (B) 2.19  1023 A m2 
 (C) 4.38  1023 A m2 
 (D) 4.38  1024 A m2 
 
8. Two bar magnets, each of magnetic moment 

M is placed as shown in the figure below. The 
resultant magnetic moment is 

 
 
 
 
 
   
 (A) zero  
 (B) M 
 (C) 3M   

 (D) 3 M
2

 

9. Two short magnets with pole strengths of         
100 ab ampere-cm and 64 ab ampere-cm are 
placed with their axes in the same vertical line, 
with similar poles facing each other. Each 
magnet has a length of 1 cm. When separation 
between the nearer poles is 1 cm, the weight of 
upper magnet is supported by the repulsive force 
between the magnets. If g = 1000 cm/s2, then the 
mass of upper magnet is 

 (A) 10 g  
 (B) 5.5 g 
 (C) 3.9 g  
 (D) 7.5 g 
 
10. When magnetised, length of an iron bar 
 (A) increases.  
 (B) decreases. 
 (C) does not change.  
 (D) becomes smaller than magnetic length. 
 
11. A bar magnet is placed with its north pole 

towards geographic north. The neutral point 
will be 

 (A) on the axial line. 
 (B) on the equatorial line. 
 (C) in between axial and equatorial line. 
 (D) at 30 with the axial line. 
 
12. A solenoid has a core of inner radius 20 cm 

and outer radius 22 cm around which 3000 
turns of wire are wound. If the current in the 
wire is 10 A, the field along the axis at 
distance of 2 m from the centre is given by 

 (A) 1.4  104 T  
 (B) 0.4  104 T 
 (C) 1.04  104 T  
 (D) 1.004  104 T 
 
13. Choose the incorrect statement. 
 (A) Nickle possesses property of induced 

magnetism. 
 (B) Magnetic monopole does not exist. 
 (C) Two magnetic poles separated by a 

small finite distance obey Coulomb’s 
law of magnetic force. 

 (D) In a bar magnet, attraction is maximum 
at centre. 
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14. Which of the following figure correctly 
depicts magnetic field lines due to a U-shaped 
magnet?   

 
 
 (A)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (B) 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 (C)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (D)  
 
 
 
 
15. A ship is sailing due west according to 

Mariner’s compass. If the declination of the 
place is 18 east, what is the true direction of 
ship? 

 (A) 72 west of south. 
 (B) 18 west of north. 
 (C) 72 west of north. 
 (D) 18 east.  
16. The earth’s magnetic field at the equator is 

approximately 0.4 G. Then the earth’s dipole 
moment is 

 (A) 3.7  1023 A m2 (B) 2 A m2 
 (C) 1.5  1023 A m2 (D) 1.05  1023 A m2 

 
 
 

1. (D) 2. (A) 3. (B) 4. (D) 
5. (A) 6. (B) 7. (B) 8. (C)  
9. (C) 10. (A) 11. (B) 12. (C) 
13. (D) 14. (A) 15. (C) 16. (D) 
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Answers to Evaluation Test

More than 5,000 species of birds manage annual 
round trip migrations of thousands of miles. Every 
year they locate to the exact same nesting and 
wintering spots.  
Many birds have special chemicals or compounds in 
their brains, eyes or bills that help them sense the 
Earth's magnetic field.   
The Earth's magnetic field becomes stronger as you 
travel away from the equator and towards the poles. 
This helps the birds to orient themselves for long 
journeys. 

The compass of migratory birds 
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